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traveling
across
screens
How Consumers Research and Book Hotels
Today's consumers don't just spend time on their smartphone or tablet - they're constantly switching between different devices and screens.
This trend is only increasing. Are you marketing to consumers across different mediums? You can't afford not to, with stats like these.

Hotel related travel inquiries fell by 4% on
desktop PCs in 2013 but rose on tablets
by 180% and on mobile by 68%.7

Nearly 90% of all media consumption every day occurs
across TVs, computers, smartphones, and tablets.2

Over 70% of reservations coming
through smartphones are being
done within a day of check-in.9

– Vizergy

– EyeForTravel

– Orbitz

98% of consumers now move “sequentially”
between different screens within the same day.3
– Google/IPSOS

63% say that their tablet use is
motivated by entertainment.3

62% browse online to relax/entertainment while
on two or more screens simultaneously.4

– Google/IPSOS

– Microsoft

51% shop online while on
two or more screens
simultaneously.4
– Microsoft

We spend 4.4 hours of our leisure time
in front of multiple screens each day.3
– Google/IPSOS

38% of our daily media interactions
occur on a smartphone.3
– Google/IPSOS

43% of people booking hotels on
their mobile devices using Priceline
are now doing so in their cars.6
– Priceline

47% of consumers started planning
a trip on their smartphone, and 45%
continued on their computer.3
– Google/IPSOS

Hotel media (photos, videos and virtual
tours) consumption is 30% higher on
smartphones than desktop computers.8
– Leonardo

67% of people who viewed content on three devices said they would visit it regularly,
compared to 60% who saw it on two screens, and 45% who saw it on one screen.5
– InsightsNow

What Devices
Are Consumers
Using?

To Research an Upcoming Trip1
To Look Up Maps or Directions1
To Book Accomodations1
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